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“A few disgruntled workers rob the employers payroll office before they are laid off but unknown to
them the money taken is mob money just loaned to the company. Now the thieves have more than the

police after them, and no one has any idea where the money is.”  

JACOB CASEY convinces ex-wife LILY to obtain a gun for him from her boyfriend EDDIE, 
an associate working in a crew under mob capo VINNY TANGELENO. The gun Lily obtains has a 
history of murder connected to Tangeleno. Jacob masterminds a robbery of his employer, the Igloo 
Manufacturing Company, a cash strapped business unable to obtain normal funding. 

While Jacob relates his plan to a few accomplices, a janitor named WILLY overhears. Eddie and
hit man TONY PRAYERS deliver the loan from Tangeleno just as Jacob and his friends commence the 
heist. Surprised by the large amount of money, and the two men shooting at them, they manage to 
escape after a dangerous chase. The thieves learn the bags of money supposedly sent by elevator to the 
Igloo basement where a cohort would hide them, never arrived. 

 Eddie informs Tony he recognized the gun Jacob carried so they visit Lily for information. 
Because of Tony’s torture tactics, she reveals Jacobs identity and sets up a meeting at a local bar. The 
Igloo Boys and Tangeleno with his men converge on the bar, unknowingly under the watchful eye of 
the police. Tangeleno demands the return of his money and the gun Jacob has since it connects him to 
two murders. Tony prayers fires a few rounds to show they mean business. The police outside hear the 
shots and rush in. A gun battle erupts, wounding detective GINA BARBOSA. Her partner MARTY 
FREEMAN chases Tony through an abandoned building where Tony to falls to his death from the roof. 

Later, Jacob and Lily come to an understanding in the prison visiting room and Detective 
Freeman determines Willy has no knowledge of the robbery. Willy smiles recalling the interception of 
the money bag in the elevator before they reached Jacob’s man in the basement, knowing he would be 
able to finally help his bedridden wife whose injuries he caused due to his negligence. 

The End 
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